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Introduction and Motivation
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● Introduction to the Package Delivery Simulation

○ Customer

○ Package

○ Drone

○ Robot

● Motivation for Recharging



Big 
Picture
How does this fit in to what we 
already have?
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Implementation
How did we do it?



Implementation
Design process

- Notify the station when a carrier is dead
- Make carriers’ max charge as  10,000
- Recharging drone charges 1 dead carrier and flies back

Problems
- Piazza #606
- Takes a long time to charge a carrier
- Many dead carriers keep waiting
- 1 carrier may deliver every carrier’s packages

- Lifespan can decrease (overwork)
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https://piazza.com/class/kjuk3ynsg1f6os?cid=606


Implementation
Solutions

Carriers

- Initializes maximum battery capacity from JSON object

Recharging Drone

- Inherits EntityBase & ASubject
- Max charge: 20,000
- Charges 250x as fast
- Flies to the dead carrier “right away” by the Beeline path
- Back to station once battery capacity < 20%
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New UML
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Implementation
Solutions

Recharging Station
- Inherits EntityBase
- Queue for dead carriers

Keep track of dead carriers

- Use the carrier status to check if the battery is dead, if so, 
where is it (sky vs ground)

Recharging 
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Entity Max Battery Capacity Type of the path

Drone #1 60 Smart

Drone #2 60 Beeline

Robot #1 30 Smart

Robot #2 20 Smart

Recharging drone 20,000 Beeline

Scene Description



Video goes here
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HaTW_PgKv3M&t=11


Conclusion
What did we learn?
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▪ Solidified how useful patterns are
▪ Learned how to work as a team when guiding 

our own goals
▪ Learned how effectively use GitHub as a team



Conclusion
What would we do differently?
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▪ Change the capacity at which recharge drone 
starts heading to station

▪ Utilise strategy pattern to make better 
choices for routes

▪ Multiple charging stations/ Multiple charging 
drones
▫ Fly back to any closest recharging 

station
▫ Charge dead carriers close to charging 

drone



Conclusion
Does our approach work?
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▪ Yes!!



Any questions?
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